CONFIGURATIONS
Monitor arms sold separately.

BASE
SINGLE
DUAL
TRIPLE

FEATURES

STABILITY IS KEY
The all-metal construction gives you peace of mind that Emerge II will support your workstation’s needs.

ADDITIONAL PORTS
Enjoy easy access to two additional power and USB ports on the back.

REMOTE CONTROL
Easily control your Emerge II unit with the magnetic remote controller.

ROOM TO WORK
Emerge II provides plenty of room to handle all your daily tasks — it is perfect for laptop users as well.

AVAILABLE FINISHES
White
Black

SINGLE, DUAL & TRIPLE MONITOR MOUNTS AVAILABLE
Customize your Emerge II unit with a single, dual (shown) or triple monitor mount (sold separately).
EMERGE II
POWERED ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT DESKTOP

DESCRIPTION
Emerge II can turn any static desk into a Powered Adjustable Height Desktop!

SKU | DESCRIPTION | LIST
---|-------------|---
E-DOC-II | Powered Adjustable Height Desktop - White | $1,379
E-DOC-II.BLK | Powered Adjustable Height Desktop - Black | $1,379
E-DOC-S | Single Monitor add-on Accessory | $115
E-DOC-D | Dual Monitor add-on Accessory | $289
E-DOC-T | Triple Monitor add-on Accessory | $469
E-DOC-II-REMOTE | Replacement Emerge II remote control | $105

NOTE
Monitor arms are an add-on and must be purchased in addition to E-DOC-II.